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Keep Japanese Culture Alive

Nobuo Anzai,
“Flying Kites” 1998
from the series “Home
in the Seasons”
22” x 30’’ mixed
media.
Virtual exhibition
“Nobuo Anzai:
Homage to a Nomadic
Storyteller” is
available from
March 18 - June 18,
2021.

Japan Foundation Los Angeles presents virtual exhibition

Nobuo Anzai: Homage to a Nomadic Storyteller
The Japan Foundation, Los Angeles is currently
presenting virtual exhibition Nobuo Anzai:
Homage to a Nomadic Storyteller.
click here to enter virtual exhibition
This exhibition was originally scheduled to open
to the public in March 2020 in the gallery space
of the Japan Foundation, Los Angeles. But the
opening of the exhibition was postponed for a
year due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

during the upheaval years of World War II. At age
23, he emigrated to Brazil to serve two years in
agricultural farming. Upon completing this obligation, he trained to become a sushi chef and open
his first shop in Sao Paulo. A natural and adventurous journeyman at heart, Anzai would spend
the next four decades migrating to Colombia,
Spain, and Los Angeles, California.

Anzai’s fond memories of these distant lands find
new homes in his paintings. These painted memCurated by Kio Griffith of Los Angeles, Homage ories have no separation nor borders in their
depiction. Instead, they are lyrical in their repreto a Nomadic Storyteller is a retrospective
sentation – an homage on several levels of
exhibition of late Nobuo Anzai (1935-2019).
fantasies that naturally combine symbology and
Anzai’s paintings are heartfelt memories of coun- essence of the different cultures that he has
integrated into his soulful universe.
tries he calls homes – Brazil, Colombia, Spain,
and Japan. They are unseparated in his mind
and heart through his life’s passages as migrant A conversation between curator Kio Griffith and
Anzai’s daughter Mikoto Anzai was recorded on
worker, farmer, chef, and artist.
March 18 at https://youtu.be/XEtBb4dJu3w
The Fukushima born Anzai spent his childhood
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Japan Foundation Music Monday
April 12 at 6:00 pm, PDT
https://www.facebook.com/JFLALC

AUN, live from Japan

Ryohei and Kohei Inoue are twins who explore
the potentials of Japanese traditional
instruments through Taiko drums, Shinobue
flute, and Koto.
They joined Japanese troupe specializing in
taiko drumming called “Ondekoza” at the age of
18. They performed over 1000 times for over 12
years in 28 countries.
AUN was formed in 2000 and had multiple CD
releases and extensively toured all over Japan.

Japan Foundation Music Monday
April 26 at 12:30 pm, PDT
https://www.facebook.com/JFLALC

Elliot Kanshin Kallen (Shakuhachi) & Paul Dean
(Bass)
Kallen is a long-time student of David Kansuke
Wheeler of Boulder, Colorado, and he also
studies with Kawase Junsuke III, the thirdgeneration head of Chikuyu-sha, the largest
shakuhachi teaching organization of its kind in
Japan.

Kallen was given his Shihan (master/teacher
certification) and performance name, Kanshin, in
2018. He is the current President of the International Shakuhachi Society (www.komuso.com).

Weekly Cultural News is an alternative publication for Monthly Cultural News which we had
to stop the publication in April 2020 due to COVID-19 pandemic.
Shige Higashi, Cultural News Editor
higashi@culturalnews.com (213) 819-4100
328 1/4 South Alexandria Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90020-2673
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Northern Calif: virtual Annual Sonoma County Matsuri, May 15, 6:30 - 8:30PM
The Sonoma County Matsuri Festival is excited
to hold its 11th Annual Matsuri! Japanese Arts
Festival on Saturday, May 15, 6:30-8:30pm. The
event will be held virtually by Zoom.
The virtual Matsuri! will showcase traditional
Japanese dance, music, and cultural presentations. Featured artists include Shakuhachi Grand
Master Riley Lee from Australia, Sonoma County
Taiko, Ensohza Minyoshu, Bay Area Miyake,
TenTen Taiko, the DeLeon Judo Club, and
others.
Sonoma County Matsuri Festival is a non-profit
organization based in Santa Rosa, California. Its

mission is to share and promote Japanese arts
and culture by providing educational opportunities and enhanced intercultural understanding in
the greater Bay Area. Since its first event in
2010, Matsuri! has become one of the signature
cultural festivals in the North Bay of California.

Registration is free. For registration and more information, visit:
Website: www.sonomamatsuri.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
sonomamatsuri/
Facebook event: https://www.facebook.com/pg/
Sonoma-Matsuri-2021-101142332078652/posts/
or email to info@sonomamasturi.org

Shakuhachi Grand Master Riley Lee, left,
and Shakuhachi Master Elliot Kanshin
Kallen.
All photos by Judy Bellah.
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Japanese Percussion Lesson #42: Let’s learn
about Okawa of Kabuki music
By Mariko Watabe
There are dance videos and shamisen
videos. But KABUKI HAYASHI (Japanese
percussion) videos are rarely found or
discussed especially in English or with
English subtitles.
I have decided to make them as I believe
this art is too precious to be hidden or lost.
With the guidance of Master Katada
Shinjuro, I am trying to uncover the world of
HAYASHI by producing YouTube videos in
Japanese language with English subtitles.
To view the previous videos from #01 to #41,
visit Tsuzumibito Chanel at YouTube

Ohayashi Juku (Kabuki Series) #42 https://
youtu.be/hg2UdBhdA_4 is about “The Role of
Okawa.” This is the fourth topic for the
“Character of Musical Instruments,” which
compares the difference between the Western
orchestra and kabuki music.

leading the other instruments.
Japanese music was originally started with the
philosophy of Yin and Yang.
The striking dry sound of the Okawa suggests the
image of “yang” which is the outer world, and the
kotsuzumi with expressive and softer sound
describe the image of “Yin,” or the inner world.
The two opposite sounds combine to create harmony.

Mariko Watabe has been introducing Kabuki
dance and music to American audiences
Western music has a conductor, and Western
music is more focused on the physical world and nationwide for over 40 years. She goes by her
has a scientific approach to music. Kabuki music stage names such as; Kimisen Katada for
is played without a conductor and lies in the more Hayashi, Kyosho Yamato for Yamatogaku,
spiritual world.
Kichitoji Kineya for Nagauta; and Marifuji Bando
Each instrument in Kabuki music has a different
for dance.
character and different special role. Okawa’s role
She is currently living in Los Angeles area.
is to start the music, and sets the framework to
the music.
Her activities and performances are found at
It is played with various “Kakegoe,” or drum calls http://fujijapanesemusic.org
to bring special effect to the music while also

Weekly Cultural News
Only comprehensive source of Japanese Culture in Southern California
One Month Subscription fee for $9
https://www.culturalnews.com/subscription
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Uyehara Travel
Once COVID-19 restrictions are lift, Uyehara Travel
provides cruses, Okinawa tours, local tours and
customized tours. Please contact Tamiko Uyehara
for any questions at (213) 680-2499 and
tamiko_uyahara@yahoo.co.jp
お元気ですか？そろそろ旅行に行きたいですね。連絡ください。

Okinawa Tour in 2022
The 7th Worldwide Uchinanchu
Festival is postponed to October
2022. To participate the world
festival, Uyehara Travel plans the
tour from Los Angeles, from
Oct. 27—Nov. 4, 2022.
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Hollywood: Japan House Reopens Gallery Exhibition
JAPAN HOUSE Los Angeles, a Japanese cultural
destination in the heart of Hollywood,is pleased to
welcome back in-person visitors to the Level 2
Gallery for the Nature/Supernature exhibit starting
Monday, April 5.

– from ghosts, to shape-shifting animals, to
trickster spirits. In-Person Ticket Reservations are
required at : https://japanhousela.swoogo.com/
Reservations

Virtual Tour is available at: https://
Complimentary exhibition tickets for small groups www.japanhousela.com/exhibitions/naturesupernature/
can now be reserved through JAPAN HOUSE’s
new online reservation system.
Webinar | Scenic Views and Supernatural
Additionally, walk-ins are invited as space safely Beings: New Themes in 19th-century Ukiyo-e
Prints, April 19, 6:00PM
allows. JAPAN HOUSE Gallery is located at
Level 2 of Hollywood & Highland Center. The
gallery is open daily from 11 a.m. – 6 p.m., with
Why were there so many views of nature and
the last reservation block at 5:30 p.m.
images of supernatural beings in Japanese prints
of the 19th century?
Nature/Supernature Exhibition
Professor Ryo Akama from Ritsumeikan
through May 31
University in Kyoto
Hollis Goodall from the Los Angeles County
This powerful exhibition of over sixty Japanese
prints from the Scripps College collection features Museum of Art
works by some of Japan’s finest artists such as
Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849) and Utagawa
Hiroshige (1797-1858) portraying not only
gorgeous vistas of the Japanese landscape, but
also the fascinating deities and supernatural
creatures believed to inhabit and influence nature

This webinar will be held on Monday, April 19,
6:00 pm – 7:00 pm, PDT. Registration required
at: https://www.japanhousela.com/events/scenicviews-and-supernatural-beings/

